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1 Introduction  

1.1  Li Keqiang, the Chinese premier, said in the 

“Annual Conference Opening Ceremony of the 

Hainan Boao Forum” for Asia in 2012, “Urbanization 

is the greatest potential for China's domestic 

demand”.  

 



1.2  The more than cultivated lands will be 

occupied or destroyed because urbanization 

and industrialization.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.3  Owing to the lower rate of land reclamation 

in the past in our country (Hu Zhenqi, 2003), we 

will face a great task of reclamation in future. 



2 The reclamation system principles of damaged land 

Land reclamation is a process of turning damaged land into available 

land. determining the damaged land type and doing suitability evaluation is the 

determinant aspects of turning the unbalanced land use system into a new 

balanced land use system successfully. 



3 The Method of Damaged Land Suitability Evaluation and Its Improvement  

3.1  “regulations of land reclamation” promulgated in 2011 about 

the “land reclamation” is that: Land reclamation refers to the 

activities. the damaged land is as table1 in china. 

   The principle of determining land reclamation type is that we give 

priority to reclamation for agricultural land. Our government will take 

responsibility for that the national and the world’s food security is still the 

number one priority of reclamation targets.  



     because the cost of reclaim to arable land is higher 

than that of forest land, grass land and other faming 

land. Without giving quantitative optimization schemes of 

reclamation structure specifically, it provides an opportunity 

for reclamation obligor choosing an easier reclamation 

plan to diminish reclamation responsibility legally.  

    Besides, it is possible that their unreasonable choices 

on reclamation structure leads to re-reclamation. As a 

result, land reclamation will have risks at social, 

economical and ecological benefits. 



3.2  For example  







reclamation structure are diversified. For example, we 

can define (X1, X3, X6)=(4.11, 12.58, 1.44); or (X2, 

X6)=(12.58, 5.55); we can also have all the intended 

damaged land reclaimed to grass land.  



4 Conclusion and discussion 

Considering ecological-economic-social characteristics of the mining 

area, through screening evaluation factors(Table 5), and obtained 

the optimization results (forest land X2, other grassland X6), which 

not only can effectively avoid risks mentioned above, but also 

conducive to the supervision and management. 
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